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 Emergency Identification Bracelets For Anyone, Anywhere, Anytime 

 Form meets Function. Durable for all water sports 

impervious to fresh and salt water. From the bottom of the 

ocean to end of an Ironman, Sportstagid is the Emergency 

ID of choice. Whether you’re an athlete or in need of 

medical alert bracelets, this precision made ID is tried, 

tested and true.  Depend On it.   

 

  
! Our Ultra Silicone 

Wristband ID could 

be Life Saving. 

Always Use Emergency 

Identification For: 

Runners ID-Jogging, 

Medical ID Bracelet, 

Emergency 

Identification, Cycling 

ID, Skiing, 

Snowboarding, 

Motorcycling, and 

Extreme Sports. 
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Form Meets Function . . . 

Our ultra silicone is unique not only in feel 

but in function. Engineered to match skin 

temperature in less than 3 minutes. The 

result, you’ll forget you have it on.  

Our color choices are not only visible but 

are complimentary to all lifestyle sports. 

Whether you’re a runner, cyclist, skier, 

surfer, motorcycle enthusiast or in need of 

medical Id, this bracelet is as functional as 

it is fashion forward. 

 

Ultra Silicone Band 

We Designed Sportstagid to meet the growing 

demand for athletic, active and outdoor people. 

From adventure racers, runners to professional 

athletes spanning a multitude of sports. Our ID 

is Trusted by Doctors and worn by professional 

athletes. Sportstagid is simple visible id that’s 

piece of mind. 

“Your Personal Data    
Laser Engraved” 

  

Ideal For:  

Runners,Joggers,Tri-athletes, Cyclists, Surfers, 

Snowboarders,Skiers,Motorcycle,Enthusiasts. 

Windsurfing, sailing, Kite-surfing, skateboarding, 

Surfing, Hang -gliding, Speed flying, Adventure racing 

and all outdoor and Extreme sports. 

Excellent event ID and Medical Alert Identification. 

Let us customize your ID to suit your lifestyle . 

  

Made Better-Feels Better-Fits Better SportsTaGID"It’s My ID"   
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Why Wearing SportsTagID is Critical     

In an emergency, when you might not be able to speak SportsTagID medical ID bracelet speaks for you.  

Symptoms of common ailments can easily be misdiagnosed. Prompt diagnosis is critical to effective 
treatment. 

 A brief description of vital medical facts engraved on your SportsTagID medical ID ensures appropriate and timely medical 
care.  

According to a published study, half of all medical errors occur because of mistakes made upon admission or discharge  

From the hospital. Wearing a medical ID protects against potentially harmful medical errors.    

                 Emergency Responders Are Trained To Look For Medical ID.  

                     If you are wearing a Medical ID, it won't be missed.  

Wearing a SportsTagID bracelet can eliminate trips to the hospital, reduce unnecessary hospital admissions and prevent  

Minor emergencies from becoming major ones. Medical ID’S save lives! One day, a medical ID may save you.  

 Who should wear SportsTagID?  

If you have any ongoing medical conditions, drug or food allergies, or are taking multiple medicines, you should wear a  

SportsTagID alert bracelet. An engraved medical ID bracelet or necklace presenting a concise overview of your conditions,  

Allergies and medicines will alert a doctor or medic before they start treatment. Informing medical personnel about your 
unique medical conditions and needs will greatly aid pre-hospital care. 
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 As We support bike-pure we have always believed that the majority of professional sports are drug free. That being said it 
is unfortunate that so much attention is given to the few that our caught breaking the rules and tarnishing the professional 
image of sports such as cycling. bike-pure  has used cycling as a platform to create awareness for the world of sport. 
Today just about ever professional sport has been affected by a small percentage of athletes using performance enhancing 
drugs. 

Show your support and order your bike-pure\Sportstagid. This ID will not only protect you but will allow you to share your 
voice in supporting all athletes in all sports that have worked hard to earn their spot on any professional team. Let this band 
be seen as your own piece of social media for supporting a great organization that protects the integrity of all competition 

Professional sports need a voice, that voice is us, you and I. We live in a world where social media connects people and 
countries and can empower one person or the entire world. Its time. 

Organizations we believe in…. Things we stand for….You’re support is our support 

WWW.SPORTSTAGID.COM 

     www.bike-pure.org 
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WWW EEE    GGG UUU AAA RRR AAA NNN TTT EEE EEE    SSS AAA TTT III SSS FFF AAA CCC TTT III OOO NNN ...    

We hope you will give us a try and tell your friends and family about SportsTagID. We look forward to 
hearing from you and welcome any and all feedback. If you’re creating an event help let us work with 
you and create custom ID. We’ll make your event sign in and instant hit. 

  

Sports  
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     Made Better-Feels Better-Fits Better Sportstagid “It’s my id”  

Ocean Marine ID- For Ocean Athletes 
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    WORLD LEADERS FOR SPORTS ID & SPORTS MEDICAL ID BRACELETS  


